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Possibilities for reducing the land used for urban transportation 
in the central city core by providing ample automotive access 
with deep underground tunnels and parking areas are examined. 

The cost of conventional urban highways built through densely 
populated areas is described in terms of construction costs, 
right-of-way acquisition costs, and selected operating expendi
tures. Construction and ventilating costs of vehicular tunnels 
are presented to permit a comparison with highway costs. The 
data imply that if existing trends continue, it might be cheaper 
before the end of this century to move and park passenger cars 
and buses under ground rather than above ground in the center 
of many American cities. 

Some design features of underground construction and travel 
are also considered, such as tunneling machines, rock removal, 
prefabricated lining and roadways, adaptability to mass transit 
systems, land reclamation, traffic control, and obstacle re
moval. 

The study considers what may be needed if all mass transit 
ridership were hypothetically transferred to passenger cars in 
Los Angeles, Chicago, and Manhattan. Recommendations are 
given for study of the underground highway concept and devel
opments of prototype machines capable of rapid excavation of 
vehicular tunnels under most rock conditions. 

'THE AMERICAN metropolis is steadily expanding, and its inhabitants, as their in
comes grow, are acquiring more and more automobiles. Moreover, these trends are 
occurring not only in American cities but throughout the world. The passenger car is 
the most surface-consuming transportation vehicle in wide use today and, as a result, 
access to the central core of the city by individual transportation should be a prime 
concern to city plannei"S. 

If we expect to preserve the central city as we know it today and handle the large 
traffic volumes required in major cities, innovations in current practices are required. 
The minimization of land used in conducting automotive and bus traffic on the surface 
of city streets is the first step, and the possibility of eliminating surface usage for 
transportation by removing auto and bus traffic from the surface and relegating it to 
either aboveground or underground facilities is the primary concern of this study. 
With the choice between elevated highways and high-rise parking structures, and deep 
underground roads and storage garages, for economic and aesthetic reasons the under
ground concept was chosen here to be studied, although aboveground facilities should 
also receive attention. 

The purpose of this report is to investigate and suggest further study of underground 
vehicular travel (i.e., multilane deep subterranean highways and ample parking facili
ties with outlets to the surface only in the suburbs) as one alleviation of the central 
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city's traffic and land-use problems. This vast urban land conservation program in
volves consideration of some staggering expenditures, but there are benefits that can 
be reaped in numerous other areas where we now pay dearly for the highway and road 
designer's practice of using mostly the surface of the city for car, truck and bus traf
fic. 

To be sure, near the hubs of some American cities, vehicular tunnels (such as those 
leading into Manhattan) or subterranean parking facilities (as in Boston, San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, and New York) already exist or are being planned (such as the Beverly 
Hills freeway), but in no instance are the tunnels connected directly to the parking 
facilities or do the parking areas tend to decongest surface traffic (but rather the op
posite); in most situations they account only for a very minute portion of the vehicular 
volume. 

Naturally the city planner cannot consider only subterranean highways without also 
considering connected subsurface parking garages. If only ample parking were pro
vided, the surface traffic congestion would deny access to such facilities; likewise, 
with ample underground traffic density but no place to stop and park underneath the 
destination, the purpose of the tunnels would also be defeated. Thus, no inlet or out
let to the surface, except for passenger and freight elevators, should exist to congest 
city streets. 

The conjunction of the two schemes-road and parking-is essential at all stages of 
the design: at the conceptual stage (since tunneling machines must be developed as a 
very first step for both deep underground parking garages and highway tubes), at the 
engineering stage (where large commitments and expenditures are defined and funds 
must be procured), at the construction stage (where the huge amounts of excavated 
material must be disposed of efficiently), and certainly at the initial use stage. 

The plan of this study is to plot over a half-century span the cost of constructing 
and operating selected conventional urban highways and their right-of-way cost. The 
costs of some automobile vehicular tunnels built in this century are presented for 
comparison. In the not-too-distant future these costs are observed to merge, giving 
some economic basis to the underground concept. The operating costs of highways 
and tunnels are also listed and compared, and those for underground roads are shown 
to be lower already than those for equal-capacity surface roads in many instances. 
Since underground urban automotive traffic might not involve much greater costs than 
surface traffic in the future, the design features and advantages of future urban high
ways and parking are investigated. It is recommended that a three-lane tunneling 
borer be developed as a first approach. 

COST OF URBAN SURFACE HIGHWAYS 

The initial construction cost of selected major roads and highways is shown in 
Tables 1 and 2, where the entries were arranged neither by date nor by magnitude. 
The costs are those of the construction contract at the time it was awarded or of the 
planning estimate, and are distinguished where possible from the cost of acquisition 
of the right-of-way. Demolition costs are either in land or in construction costs, 
since they are accounted for differently in various localities; they tend to be the least 
of the three major ingredients of urban highway prices, varying from negligible 
amounts in the West to sizable amounts in the East. 

The entries in Tables 1 and 2 encompass a wide spectrum of freeways, differing 
greatly in environment, materials, design criteria, and time of completion. For 
example, the spectrum extends from the surface highways built in the first third of 
this century to the grade-separated contemporary freeways, either depressed or ele
vated, and from the multiple-access 40- to 50-mph roads to the limited-access 80-
mph freeways with cloverleaf interchanges. Materials and methods encountered vary 
from excavation in hard rock to removal of loose soil, and from concrete paving prac
tices to the use of bituminous aggregate. Finally, although some of the highways are 
austere, essentials only, arrangements common before World War II, others tend to 
have elaborate bridge crossings and divided medians with landscaping, requiring ex
pensive detouring roads during construction. 
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TABLE 1 

DATA ON SOME HIGHWAYS 

c-pt•~ Cost ( .. lllions of $) 

N11,a(I end Locationa 

o Capital Beltway, Md,, V• • • V•.Jt, O.C. 
L, Bos ton Inner Belt 
w Hartford - Non.ilch, Conn , 
"JI Palmetto, Hlaml Bypass, Fla, 
ff Ohio No . 7l 

Danbury-Newton, Conn , 
NewJerseyExpre89\Jay 

2, Cro&sbro11Xw1ay, N. Y, 
5 . Erabarcadero, S.ln Franc isco, Calif. 

o Connecticut Turnpike 

6. Crussbronxway, Ph;ise l, N. Y. 
7, Edsel Ford, Decrolt, ~Heh, 
a, Chrysler Expres s way, D~troit, Hich , 
9, Spokane Freeway, Wash, 

In :'i~n Franc 1 Rtn C:en~rn I , (;Q}i C. 

Central Artery, Bos ton, Ha s s, 

12, Congress Str-ee t, Chicago, Ill , 
l) , Lodge Express..,ay, Detroit, Hlch 
o Portion of Santa Ana rreeuay, Calif. 
o Portion of San Berns t<.llno freeway, Cali.I. 

L'4 , Lunalllo Frecw~y, tlonolulu, Hawai.i 
15 , Hudson Tunnal Approaches, N, J, 
16 , New Jersey Headows, Passalc-Hackensack 
17 Ogden Ave. Disgonal E11pressway, Chicugo, 11 l . 
LB, Westsi.de Expressway, Canal to 72nd st., N.V. 

19 . Proposed Chicago E.levated Road 
o Proposed Chicago Surface Road 

Sepulveda Pau, San Di.ego Yceeway, Calif 0 

o MercLtt Parkva'I, Conn. 

20 0 Arroyo Seco, Los Angele s - Pasadena, Call{ . 

Brooklyn ~lt Parkway, N.Y. 

'" 6 
6 
4 
4 

4/6 

' 6/8 ,,, 
' ' 
"' • ,,, 
• • 

4 
4 

' 4/6 

4/6 

11, East lloston Expressway, Hass , 4 
21, Major Deegan, Triboro Rridge - Ci.ty Lirwlu, N, Y. 6 
24, Boston Centrnl Arte ry, Hass, 4/6 

New Jersey Turnpike 6 

Penn-Lincoln Parkway Wl'St, Pa, 
25 , E111barcadero, San Francisco, Calif. 
26, Hollyi,mod Freeway, Hollyvood, C;,lif 
28 _ Harlem Ri.ver Drive, N, Y . 
JO C.il.,..et Skyway, Chicago. Ill. 

4 

' • 4/6 

• 
11

Nwnbers relate to data points on Figs. I, 2 , and ) , 

Lengch "· Construe-
(miles) Date .... 

61 "" zoo 
25 1965 180 
74 1961 
25 196\ JO 
44 1962 25 

24 1962 )5 , !lo 
J2 l962 " s . 4 1962 120 

2, 6 1960 15,6 

12, 1959 445 

2.J 1956 12 . 1 
14 1959 44 
J,4 1960'• " 2 . 1 1958 lL 
1,4 1958 ,., 
4.1 1951-58 100 

' 1957 106 
9.4 1958 90 

42,9 1958 76,). 
30.7 1958 54 

' ·' 1965 " 08 1927 1,75 
, . o 193) 18 
2 . B 1932 l2 ,., 1937 24 , 3 

7 193) 
7 19JJ 20 ,., 1962 20 

45 19)8 l) 

, . 2 1940 ,.2 

)) 1940 70 

1 , , 1951 ,., 1956 bJ . 6 
2.B 1953 14 , B 

118 1951 "' 
,.2 l95 J 14 

'·' 1954 lJ , 7 
8,1 l9 S5 27 ,., 1956 20,4 . 1958 106 

0
s - Suburban; R • Rural; UHD - Urban, High Density; ULD • Urban, Low Density . 

cData froin Los Angeles T1Ees, Decen1ber l962 , 

TABLE 2 

Lane -
tll l• 

0,44 
2-) 
0 . 11. 
O,JO 
0 ~1" 

O.J7 
o . Jt. 
I.? 
i _o 

0.69 

2. , 
0,45 
2., 
0 , 1!9 
0.1 

4 . 9 

1, 5 
1.4 
o.J 
0 . 29 

1 , 2+7 
0.55 ,., 
0 . 75 
o., 

O.bt. 
0.72 
0.44 
0.06 

0.21 

0,42 

,., 
1.4 
1, 1 
0,Jb 

0.J8 
0,45 ... 
1. 6) 
1.65 

1X~:llgf 
S•R 
UIID 
s 
s 

S-R 
S-R 

\JttD-LD 

llllD- S-R 

l/HO 
s 

OHO 
lJHD-LD 

~,o 

~,o 
~IO 
s 
s 

UCO 
ULD 
ULO 
ULO 
l/HO 

ULO 
UCO 

R 
s 

OLD 

ULO 

ULO 
UCO 
ULD 

UUl 
l/HD 
l/HO 

E!fR Rf'f~ffllC• 
» .. , • Ptglo 

l/25/62 " L/25/62 " 1/25/62 " 1/25/62 " 1/25/62 " 
1/2B/62 141 
1/21!/62 142 
1/28/62 142 
L/28/62 49 

2/19 / 59 78 

2/19/59 78 
2/19/59 " 2/L9/59 " 2/19/59 " 2/L9/59 42 

1/1)/58 '" 
2/1)/58 180 
2/13/58 "' 2/IJ/58 194 
2/lJ/58 194 

4/L9/62 25 
4/)0/25 7)) 

6/12/JO 97) 

L2/17/JI 952 
l0/14/)7 616 

t./27/JJ rn 
t./27/JJ "' (o) 
t./27/J) "' 
B/15/40 20) 

7/Ll/t.0 60 

3/17/t.4 l21 
2/16/56 149 
2/1/,/52 109 
2/14/52 lLO 

2/14/52 lLO 
2/16/56 16) 

2/16/56 
2/16/56 149 
2/16/56 149 

Re,aark,-

Cost multiplled by 2 for contlngencicl'I 

Ext ension 
Ri ght o f wa y acquired at a l most no cost 

on <. x lsting ro.1dvays 

Not plotted 

Double- decking cut Landacqulsltioncosts 
ln hat! 

2nd portion may include right-of-way 
cost: p Lotted only $3 , 5/lane~mi le 

Has rail li.ne .:Im.in median divider 

Cos t multiplied by l , ) fo r con t lngencies 

Proposed but never bullt due to Depression 

Fortion over Santa Hon(ca ITIOunt•ins 
Ls nd acquisition co5ts ~re 1/1 of 

construction 
Rlght of way cou 1/2 of construction 

IC•l-bu l•d co:u o( t,11, CIIIUUttHl• •H 
Uo ,dl ll'H 

\ s t portion; free right of way; elevated 

DATA ON SOME HIGHWAYS (INCLUDING RIGHT-OF-WAY COSTS) 

(Numbers In brackets Indicate estimated breakdown of total project costs) 

11,•-- U>ll •.n•• 

~!: ~::!:1;,:::;:y,'._,~t::!:!:; ~•~:! Fedu, Calli. 

n, coldca Stote l'r•e.,.r, a..11. Ksl•bu, i.- Ange lu, c.1u. 
34 , Goldco St•U l'rc .,...y, a1 n nld1 or. , '- An1td11, Cellf. 
J:.. \lob111portlooafl11tu1Ut1 Syet-

J6, s,nu 14«,lc• f,u.,.y, l,.o1Anaelu, Cell( . 
JI, N-lKnto..vay,1.ondoe-Bl...J."11,t-,Englond 
JII, Poudcn• (f.a1t-lle1t) Fuev,y, C1\lfDrnl1 
J9 , u,...,, Ka11b..otton Crauto"" &.pnu .... y, ~. 'I , 
40 , Nld-ft.anhatt111Crouto......bpru,.,.y,N o. 'I , 

P,n • ~,t F..11,1 • 1 ... v Ctrw11uo - l'roooect , No 'I , 
42 , Karin• rrenay, Culv1r Clty, Call[ . 

~: ~~~:tE:~~•;::::: ~~~~:::: ~!!: 
&S. South (R)ln) t:Jipnu-y, Chicago, Ill , 

• ro~;::--•~~~":::t~" l.o• Ang1Ju, Calif• 

41 . ii..11,..._i 

::: ~=t:•:::,.,. 
~. W1<1f! Buch 

:.1. llarloor 
52. roatblll 

~: e!..~~!e 
S5, Calondo 

,., """'""'_ ......... 
\lraaklyu-Que..,.1h1'<.,1vay, N.Y. (Totol) 

511. a.ttery•ll.aol<l,-n 't'w>~<!I lD 11,.,.,u,.. Bridie 
5,. BrooUy,,,B<ldse roM,vy st. 
Ml. Mavyto SUo"" 54: , 
61. a.c,,tro«ltoGc•odA'f'e, 

Looi1hlaadl:.ilpru.-,, M, T. ('l'uUI) 
62. QHODo-fll•h- T-L tu •rooUyn-()nren• bpuu,_y 
6J. Bn..,Up-Quo,uu e.r,~ .. ....,, tu Q,N,..,• Blvd. 
64 , Q,,eea1 Uvd, toGnu<I Ce,,,u1l rnkvay 
65 , Cund C:eatrol l'u\,.y to:, lMth St . 
66 , U6th St to Puoun• •i.d. 
67, Pono,,o Rlvd 0 to l'NlthSt1 
611. l90thSt , toC\ancdolel.d . 

Ungth 
(•Llu 

B n6l 
I -- 19SI. 
I -- 19SZ 
B -- 19H 

t..llft••-'-1" 
C..H t otl .. te 

t:~;•m~!e!!11e 
., • , 14 

~!!~;::=. 
t~!~foni ~!.!~ill 

0.11 l.lUl 
o.5 UUl 
U.ll 1/tJ> 
0.46 Ul.tl 

S. l 4,200 1961 10,000 0 , '-1 l,600 

17, 1 l96~ 
10 l961. .. 

O S 38 

.. , 
"-" .. , 19H 

1959 
1939 

2 5-l. 5 JI 1.5-2, 5 11110 
J , 2 JJ 2.7 IMII 

~ : ~ ~::! 
16 , 5 L960 15,6 1961 
11 U6l 

" " m 
m 

'" 

" '" 0, 95 

'·' o,ee 

Z9.6 
11.6 
S),1 ... 
19.1 

16 0.)4 
37 0.40 

IU,6 0.11 
"6.B Z,J 
]] 0.15 

,., ,., ~:t ,., 
61,lo ,., 

12.J -- 94 

!:: !:"J:: 'Jll 
!:~ ::~:!: l!f' ... 

I -- 1'1'11 -1,.l 
-1, 19111/SO (n] 

19';1,/~R [ ).)) 
1955/59 [~] 

1.1 1954/SJ [).)) 
1.1, 1956/59 [4] 
1.9 lQ~ll/60 [9,S] 

0.21 
0.49 
0.)5 
0.15 

'·" 
1.11 

'·' ' 
0.)J 
0.41 
1.lJ ,., 
0.BJ 
0.Sl 
0.0 
0.8) 

,s 

" .. 
,o 0,)2 

H.6 0,lB 
,1.1 0.2' 
Bl.J 1.2 
2J,2 

" .. , ... 
"' ,., 

26.~ 
(10.7] 
{J.4] 0.5 

~~:!l O.rl .. 
0.95 
l•J 
[I.Ii) 
(2.li] 
[1,6] 
[Z.J] ,,, 

... 
' 

"-" 
"-" 
OU, 
OU, ,,.. ,,.. 
"-" 
ow 
"-" 
"-" 

t.o• ~dull-•• Put U, \/26/61, p. l 

-•• ~ ..... ,.r No. S4 , !1th Cong,, lot Seu , ; total re•Hll-t • , 1961: 
••ht.,.41 oe r,f...,rod • p<ne l<1 tedtrO 

~...., , .. ,1.,, z/916> 
"''"' ,.._, . fl•·•• 2/12163; noUhnn London •~t..i,ho 
,;.1H .. m • ,n,,hLon or 1111i.1y• utl•o•u (plotted• 1.5 tor c:""'tl11g,udu) 
M,v 'lar~ fort Autho,Lty u tL .. t u ; ftojut abaodontd 
N, v'lorl<fotlAuthoctty u tlcutr •; project hold ioabo1onc• 

N""'lorl<l'<>rtAuthodty Utl ... te • 
~• An1e lu TL..., •, 2124/~l (plott,d >< J , L 1or conttnseMIIO/ 

LLtceaNre rro• Nlotodcol S• ~tlau, txpreuv1y orr1c., Ctcy or O.lc1go 

Stalul u o[Jar,1ur, 1961 
Not plotted; •ll• ogr ee• ,,ut, .. 11trle• ll aiul llo 
ll<>t plotud; <llugte H vUh c otr, l6 
ll<>t plort , d; put throu1h\1Dlnheblt•d hnd 

Mot plotted: -..chal hndc\ur• d by urly l'JSII'• 

Mot plotted; dlu1u u"Wtl.b e nt')' 32 
Ugbt ofv1y 1111< plotlr-'1 .,•tlJ'll•Cant ltnd 
Plotted for ti- of u-,..edlture• (ud11930'1) 
Hotplottod 
Hotplott,d 

ID• Ang• k• TLau, )/10/U, p , A; 4-l<vel exchange 

ll@hta!vaynotplotte d 

111hto!vay<><>tplotted 
Mot plotted 
Rl1hto(vaynotplotled 

••ttll.htt 
Authorllyutl-to 
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Figure 1 . Construction cost of urban highways (numbers keyed t o entries in Tables l 
and 2). 

It is interesting to plot the data on urban highways and freeways of Tables 1 and 2 
through the more densely populated areas-as was done in Figures 1 and 2-leaving 
out all narrow expressways and suburba n and rural highways and roads. The plot of 
total project costs of urban highways (Fig. 3) appears to be scatter ed over a wide pat
tern; nevertheless, it shows a painfully well-known fact, that even the lowest costs of 
building an expressway through densely populated areas are inexorably rising with the 
passage of time. 

Construction costs of urban highways have exceeded, both in rate of growth and in 
magnitude, all other analogous costs of general construction and building (Fig. 4) and 
seem to parallel the wages of construction equipment operators-wages that in the past 
decade have doubled in magnitude and increased linearly in time. This has come 
about through the steep rise in the demand for speed, safety, and comfort by the 
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Figure 2 . Land acquisition cost of urban highways (numbers keyed to entries in Tables 
l and 2). 
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Figu.ce 3. TotcJ.l coot0 of ::;Ome u.rlH:1.11 h1-g11wayD (11wulJt:'1·t; k.eyeU. Lu eHLrles in Tables l 
and 2). 

motoring public, which is reflected in a widening and upgrading of design specifications 
for freeways. 

Adopting the lane-mile as the common denominator for initial costs of urban free
ways is an oversimplification that neglects a large number of other local factors in
fluencing the cost of demolition, land, and construction for surface highways: 

1. Emergency parking shouiders-'Ihese may vary from no provisions at all (com
mon in some eastern cities) to as much as 8 ft or more (required in some western lo
calities). 

2. Median-strip allowance-Again this may vary, even within a single locality, 
from a meager 2-ft curb with a bounce-back fence to as much as a 100-ft swath, com
plete with extant rail lines . 

3. Slopes on cut or fill-In many instances this necessity of construction requires 
more than half of the right-of-way of the whole highway . 

4. Number, frequency, and elaborateness of interchanges, on- and off-ramps, 
bridges, and other crossings-In the distant future, as intersecting freeways prolif
erate, interchange costs might well become a more important cost indicator than the 
total amount of lane-miles. 

5. Unneeded increment in right-of-way-This is caused by the availability of lots 
and their dimensions in integral multiples. 

Highways were classified by dollars per lane-mile because this criterion appeared 
convenient for vehicular tunnel costs also (as exemplified later by the tighter grouping 
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of tunnel cost data when plotted on this basis), and this was a common descriptor for 
the ultimate cost comparison of surface vs underground highways. 

Urban highway costs could be predicted for a couple of decades in the future if de
sired, since the indicators (mostly vehicle design trends and consumer preferences) 
are foreseeable and steeply graded upward. For example, automobiles will be far 
more powerful, maneuverable and economical to operate than today's cars, and each 
of these sizably upgraded characteristics requires in turn a proportionately more ex
pensive freeway design. 

The continuing or running costs of operating urban highways may be divided into 
two groupings: 

Group I-Policing and patrol, debris and wreck removal, pavement repair and paint
ing, sign maintenance, emergency call system, traffic control and pacing, and mis
cellaneous; and 

Group II-Snow and ice removal, fence and guardrail repair and upkeep, and mainte
nance and landscaping of medians, borders, and lighting. 

The first group comprises expenditures common to both conventional on-the-surface 
and underground highways. Since these costs may be nearly equal for aboveground and 
subterranean urban expressways, they need not be evaluated in a comparison, even 
though they are quite significant in other contexts. The second group consists of some 
of the continuing operational costs of highways that may be avoided in driving cars 
under cities, rather than on their surface. The loss of tax revenue from property 
and land wiped out by a freeway has not been included in the continuing costs of high
ways, since it is seldom associated with expressway operation and might actually be 
redistributed to outlying areas in the form of derivatives from driver benefits. 

Considering then only Group II expenditures, winter maintenance looms as a major 
item in non-California localities, and in Southern California landscaping maintenance 
costs constitute the major portion of operational costs. This portion of conventional 
maintenance costs has been lately between $500 and $2, 000/lane-mi/yr and could 
be eliminated if freeways were to be operated underground (though other costs, such 
as for ventilation and lighting, to be discussed later, would arise that are not en
countered on surface roads). 

COST OF VEIITCULAR TUNNELS AND UNDERGROUND HIGHWAYS 

The initial capital project costs of some vehicular tunnels were compiled in Table 
3. Projects outside the United States were included in this listing to show the disparity 
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Name and Location
11 

1, Allegheny No . 2, Pa . 
2, Norfolk - Ports1110uth, Va. 
]. Sasago Mountain, Tokyo - Kofu, Japan 
4 , r ... r z: ~4' t•J.ah , 'F I ... . 
S. 2nd Lincoln Tube, Mi.dto\<fll N. Y. 

6 , Han-.c:,,, :,lew Orleans, La. 
7 . SU1111lcr Tunnel, Boston, M11ss, 
B. Callahan Tunnel, Boston, Mass. 
9, Patapsco River, Baltimore, Md. 

10 , Fort Pitt, Pittsburgh, Pa, 

ll , Mt . Washington, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
12. Mont Blanc, Italy - FE"ance 
13 . Ka[l.!11011, l[o(lshu - Kyushu, Japan 
14. IJsselITTeer, Amsterdem 
15, C11on~unn1ill, A1110~"1"df1 111 

16 , Grand St. Bernard, Italy - Switzerland 
17 . Viaduct under Dallas-Fort Worth Airport 
18 , Holl.!md Tuf]nel, N. Y, - N J 

19 , Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa , 
20 . N'acro1o1s, Brooklyn - Staten Island, N . 'i . 

Mersey River, Liverpool, f.ngland 
~2 . 1st Lincoln Tube, Midtown N. 'i. 
2) Transmanhattan (under )7th St . ), ti . 'i 
24. Queens, Midtown, N , Y, 
25 . Brooklyn-Battery, N. Y, 

26 , Broadway Tunnel, San Francisco, Calif, 
27 ]rd Bore, Broadway Tunnel, Alameda -

Contra Costa, Cali£. 
2B , Hazelview Sunmit, Crescent City, Calif. 
29 , San Becnardino, Italy - Switzerland 
JO . Splugcn, Mllano - Zudch, Italy -

S1o1itzerland 

)1 . Lam.Ion Tcansport System, Finsbury Park 
Segment, EnglamJ 

TABLE 3 

DATA ON SOME VEHICULAR TUNNELS 

Comple-
Length tion Cost (111illi.on8 of $) DIR R11[1tnnh 

Lanes (Et) Date Project Lane-Mile Dlt<t P<11 gl'. 

4 
2 
Jb 

4 ,, 

6,070 
4,200 
9,750 

864 
6,000 

1,080 
5,440 
5,500 
7,650 
],410 

5,000 
]8,050 
11,420 

8,200 
l,,?lTI 

19,000 
813 

],100 

5,890 
10,400 

11,)00 
6,000 
7 , 000 
5,000 
9,200 

1,620 

J,]00 
1,890 

21,000 

]0,000 

5,JOO 

1964 
1962 
1959 
1959 
1940 

1957 
19]4 
1960 
1957 
1957 

1957 
196) 
1958 
1967 
Jq(;/, 

1962 
196] 
1927 

19]0 

""' 
19]5 
19)7 
19]0 
1941 
1951 

195] 

1964 

~::!d 

1961 

B.2 3 . 5 
22 69 

3.6 0 . 97 
6.5 10 

29 12.7 

4.5 5 5 
25 12 , 2 

14 
130 22 

10 J B 

I) 4 . 5 
40 2 , 7 
22 4.1 

]9 , 5 6 , J 

'7 
16 2 , 2 

1.4 1 , 5 
48 20 

JO .. , 
J4 4 . J 

JO 4 7 

~6d 
16 . J 

6. J 
21.] 5 . 6 

11 45 

5 , 2 4 .2 

10 
4 5. 6 

9-15 1.1 - l . 9 

"' , .. 
2.8 1.4 

9/20/62 
l/25/62 
J/19/59 
2/19/59 
B/26/)7 

2/lJ/58 
4/24/JO 
l/25/62 
Z/13/58 
2/lJ/SB 

2/13/SB 
5/Jl/62 

(c) 
4/19/62 
'i/Jq/f,? 

5/12/62 
5/5/62 
6/J/20 

S/2li/]0 
5/7/25 

22/12/25 

ll/16/D 
]/1/Jt. 
9/9/]7 
7/8/37 

]/17/49 

]/17/49 

(f) 
(g) 

]/26/59 

J/26/59 

(h) 

107 Competent rock; excavation, $10/yd '.] ; complete job, $60/yd 
94 Soft rock under river 

lJO High mountain rock; lo1o1est labor coats (1/8 of U, S.) 
88 Under river; not plotted; data unreliable 

J]O Shield-driven; sec22 for 1st tube 

161 
702 Competent rock 

94 Cost assumed 40% lower than pri.cc; plotted as $10,000,000 
161 Much tt"ench aml (ill; not a "1kiv,:,n" tunnel; not plotted 
174 

1
;~ ~~;~;hle protogine; low labot" cost (1/2 of U,S ~) 
-- 150 ft below sea level; assuming 2-l/2 lanes 
li7 Below sea level; prefab caissons 
" ' 111.,- ) _ .... .. , ,, ..... , 

Highest tunnel; low labot" cost (1/2 of u . s) 
-- Cut and fill; trench aml fill; not plotted 

1127 Sunken sections; first under water in U. S . 
697 
764 Seai i.competent geology 
280 Pt"oposed tlate; cost could be as high as $6,000,000 

58 Under rive~ 
)04 Undet" Hudson River; see 5 for 2nd tube 
444 Proposed date; tunnel nevec built 

Undct" East River 
12J 

127 COl!lpetent rock; San Andreas and Hayward Faults 

-- Incompetent geology 
-- Co!llpetent rock 
]4 COl!lpetent rock; not plotted; plans only so far 

J4 Competent rock; not plotted; plans only so fat" 

-- Clay end mud; a drilled subway; not plottcd 

in costs between tunnels in the United States and others (due primarily to labor wage 
differentials). The costs here include the complete turn-key project (excavation, lin
ing, pavements, lighting, ventilation equipment, turnarounds, etc.). 

As with highways, the plot of the data from Table 3 (Fig. 5) exhibits a sizable 
scatter in the costs of tunnels, and only hints that the trend, in general, might be 
downward for American projects and uncertain for other countries. But, as before, 
there seem to be definable, though broad, bounds on vehicular tunnel costs in the 
United States, the lower of which tends to be some $2 million/lane-mi higher than 
costs outside this country. The upper bound generally represents shield-driven or 
sunken-type tunnel construction, and the lower bound represents driven tunnels. 

The rate of decrease and the relative magnitude of vehicular tunneling costs can be 
explained in terms of ever-increasing mechanization of excavation and haulage, steady 
improvement in anticipating geological problems, and increased productivity in the 
country. That the costs seem to have bottomed is also explainable by dissecting the 
components of tunnel project cost. A comparison of entries 3, 12, 13, 15, 16, 29, 30, 
and 31 with American tunnels in Table 3 indicates that wages still constitute one-half 
of the capital tunneling cost in Europe and three-fourths of the United States tunneling 
costs. In other words, there is much to be gained by increasing the mechanization of 
tunnel boring, as recommended later. In addition, there is evidence that the cost of 
nonvehicular tunnels seems to be made up of two-thirds for excavation and one-third 
for lining, whereas for vehicular tunnels, the proportions might be one-half for ex
cavation, one-fourth for lining (if lining is required), and one-fourth for roadbed and 
utilities. 

The continuing or operating costs of vehicular tunnels may be divided into two 
groupings as was done for surface highways; the first comprises expenditures that 
are met on surface highways as well and the second comprises expenditures unique 
to vehicular tunnels: 
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Figure 5, Cost of vehicular tunnels (numbers keyed to entries in Table 3) , 

Group I-Policing and patrol, nighttime lighting, debris and wreck removal, pave
ment and lining repair and maintenance, sign maintenance, emergency call system, 
traffic control and pacing, and miscellaneous; and 

Group II-Daytime lighting, and ventilation. 

As was done earlier for highways, only Group II costs need to be evaluated in this 
comparison between surface and subsurface highways, since comparable Group I costs 
are being incurred in surface highway operation. Lighting costs amount to a small 
fraction (1/20 to 1/10) of ventilation costs, leaving only ventilation costs as the major 
operational expenditure to be evaluated vis-a-vis the Group II costs of surface high
ways. 

The ventilation provisions for long vehicular tunnels average at present about 80 
to 90 cu f t of air per vehicle-mile, though in most cases this fresh air supply is gross
ly inadequate. Probably 150 cu ft/veh-mi would be a more satisfactory supply in the 
future; this conesponds lo a ventilation power expenditure of about 6 w- hr/veh-mi. 
Assuming a tunnel traffic utilization of 5 x 106 veh/lane/yr (the r ecent integr a ted 
a verage fo r Manhattan access automobile tunne ls) and an electricity cost of $0. 015/ 
kw-hr, the power costs fo r ventilating a modern tunnel would be (6 w- hr/veh- mi) x 
(5 x 106 veh/ lane -yr) x ($ 0. 015/kw-hr) x (10- 3 kw/w) x 10- 2 

= $450/lane-mi-yr. The 
total ventilating costs, including personnel, blower maintenance, and replacement, 
are double to quadruple the power costs alone and, thus, probably amount to some 
$1,000 to $ 2, 000/lane-mi-yr by good and ample ventilation standards. These numbers 
are comparable to the Group II maintenance costs for surface highways. 

Having observed that the operating costs of underground and surface highways are 
comparable, it might be worthwhile to summarize and compare capital costs of auto
motive tunnels and freeways. Replotting the entries and the bands of Figures 3 and 5 
as in Figure 6, one notices that (a) the bands tend at present to merge, (b) cost dif
ferences between tunnels and new urban surface roads may be indistinguishable before 
the end of this century, and (c) tunnel unit costs are presently still decreasing, where
as highway costs are increasing. 
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Figure 6 . Cost of aboveground and underground highways in the United States. 

The causes for these cost trends need carefui investigation because they impiy that 
automotive and bus travel and storage may soon be cheaper when conducted deep under
ground, below the central city. Our prediction is tempered only by factors that might 
seriously alter cost-curve slopes in the time period while underground systems are 
being considered. For example, it is clear that highway costs rise with increases in 
land values, demand for accessibility by car to urban areas, performance and con
venience of passenger cars, wages of skilled operators of construction equipment, and 
general inflation. 

Similarly, though tunnel construction cost is at present decreasing because of 
mechanization of tunnel driving and new boring technologies, this may only be a tempo
rary situation, and in the future tunnel construction costs may also start going up for 
the very same reasons that highway costs are increasing today. 

SOME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF FUTURE URBAN-HIGHWAY TUNNELS 

As an illustration of the features of future hypothetical underground urban highways 
and parking spaces, it might be interesting to imagine the construction of an eight-lane 
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throughway, four lanes each way in each of two separate tubes or a more modest six
lane expressway of two tubes with three lanes each, as shown in Figure 7. 

The assumption was that tunnels are machine drilled by a rotating mole rather than 
by the older manual labor-oriented procedure of pilot-hole drilling, blasting, benching, 
and muck removal. A 15-ft clearance is provided for the 12-ft wide lanes plus a 2-ft 
curb at the walls. These tunnels require prior development of counterrotating rock
boring machines, 21 to 27 ft in diameter, a technological feat that could be accom
plished in the late 1960's, given enough research and funding impetus, and whose de
sign is the main recommendation in this report. 

The excavated cross-sections may vary from about 1, 200 sq ft for the four-lane 
tube to around 750 sq ft for the three-lane arrangement. Both cross-sections are 
less than the 1, 600 sq ft of a machine-driven outflow tunnel for the Mangla Dam in 
West Pakistan; the lower number is comparable to the 700 sq ft already driven in com
petent rock in the United States. 

To excavate these tunnels in deep competent rock by present-day quasi-manual 
techniques might cost from $15/cuydfor, e.g., the Chicago subsurface to $20/cu 
yd for the Eastern littoral, whereas the finished tunnel (i.e., all debris removed and 
disposed of, tunnel roof lined, and roadways and utilities installed) could easily run to 

Figure 7. Layout of three - and four-lane machine-tunneled highways . 
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three times as much. So, in this decade, without machine boring, vehicular tunnels 
would cost about ($15 to $20/ cu yd) x 3 x (250 to 300 sq ft/ lane) x (5,280 ft/mi) /27 
cu ft/cu yd or about $2. 2 x 106 to $3. 5 x 106/lane-mi-near the lower band limit in 
Figure 5. With a well-planned, long-range development program under the proper 
incentives and funding directed toward highly automated tunneling in hard rock, it 
would be logical to assume that the costs shown in Figure 5 could continue to drop in 
time, rather than to level off. The objectives of a tunneling machine research program 
aimed specifically at cost reduction (as recommended here) might encompass the de
sign of: 

1. Tunneling machines with counterrotating "bootstrap" drills (prototype example, 
Figure 8); 

2. Continuous belts for conveying broken rock (muck) to prepared sites; 
3. Lining and/or roof reinforeements for large-size l.Jores thal ean !Je 1.:u11li11uuusly 

emplaced by moving rigs closely following the drill; and 
4. Prefabricated and standardized roadway slabs, fed continuously in long sections 

to a progressing machine that locates, levels, aligns, and firms them into place. 

Though tunneling machines cannot at present bore vehicular tunnels in hard rock, they 
have a potential of halving excavation costs and could drive vehicular tunnels at satis
factory speeds, possibly as high as 1 mi/mo. 

Figure 8. Bootstrap miner . 
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These recommendations for designing vehicular tunneling machines may be com
pared with present-day capabilities of single-hole boring machines ("moles"). The 
larger of these machines provide these advantages: 

1. Safety beyond the drill-blast method-The smooth, round, and unshattered open
ing is inherently stronger than the equivalent blasted hole, and rockfall and lining re
quirements are greatly reduced. Also cutting, rather than blasting, minimizes the 
damage and faulting on the roof and sides of the hole and avoids damage and tremor 
inconvenience to surface property above the tunnel. 

2. Precise excavation-In a concrete-lined tunnel, large amounts of concrete can 
be saved that would otherwise have to be used to fill the highly irregular and jagged 
voids beyond the required dimensions. 

3. Low labor costs with the smaller crew needed-These have resulted in excava
tion costs as low as $10 to $12/ cu yd in shale. 

4. Rapid tunnel advance-Cutting rates as high as 150 ft/day have been recorded, 
and operating times as high as 50 percent have also been achieved in sedimentary 
rocks. 

5. Better muck removal-The uniformly broken rock from the borer improves 
haulage and permits belt conveyal. 

It must be remembered that these characteristics have already been demonstrated 
by tunnel borers of rather modest specifications. For example, most borers made in 
the United States and the Soviet Union are less than 10 m in diameter, powered with 
less than 1,000 hp, capable of advancing less than 12 ft/hr in limestone, shale or 
sandstone, and cost less than $106

• 

Besides the suggestion for designing, fabricating and testing an automated tunneler, 
liner and roadway installer hopefully to cut further the costs of urban underground 
highways and parking facilities, some thoughts are offered on making these complexes 
more pleasant, safe, efficient, convenient, and cheaper to operate than surface roads 
by exploiting the subterranean environment. 

Adaptability to Mass Transit Systems 

Since these tunnels duplicate the desired route of mass transit systems, one or two 
of the lanes can be used for bus operation, or if the demand develops, for convoys of 
interlocked buses, or even for rail mass transit. The downtown visitor could be given 
at least the choice of driving his car and paying for fuel and underground parking fees 
or of riding more cheaply but inconveniently in a collective-transport vehicle. Traffic 
experiments on each route could quickly and continuously determine the optimum mix 
of private and mass transit vehicles. 

Construction Without Interruptions 

Tunneling does not disrupt the established patterns of surface activities in con
gested areas. Bores and parking caverns placed well below the network of utilities 
(water mains, power lines, sewers, gas and telephone conduits, and building founda
tions) do not necessitate expensive road detours. Work in underground facilities 
progresses steadily in all seasons and is immune to the vagaries of weather. 

Possibilities for Land Reclamation 

The broken rock that is drilled out of the bores can reclaim much urban land in the 
form of causeways, swamp fills, new airports on fill, beach-stabilizing jetties, etc. 

Traffic Control Through Television 

Central traffic surveillance and control by closed-circuit TV should be easy in the 
closed loop of subterranean freeways and parking facilities, since observing cameras 
installed almost at will above and along each lane and parking area open many possi
bilities for economical and efficient operation. One can think of the automated billing 
and collection of toll fees and parking charges, the opening and closing of on- and off
ramps to the suburban surface and to the parking facilities, instruction to motorists 
as to safe speed, shifting of directional signals, and the instantaneous detection of 
accidents, vehicle breakdowns, and location of roadway debris. 
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Overhead Patrol Cars 

Policing and patrol cars could be designed for high-speed travel in either direction, 
suspended from electrified rails in the tunnel ceiling and traveling above clogged and 
jammed lanes to points of obstruction (Fig. 7). Such electrically driven capsules, 
containing patrolmen knowledgeable in first-aid, and fully equipped with extensible 
ladders, stretchers, grappling hooks, and medical supplies, could reach a disabled 
vehicle on the road, render medical or other assistance, and lift or tow the vehicle 
to the first turnoff by means of the telescoping arms. 

Access to Surface 

Freight loading and pedestrian exits must be provided in abundance, since there are 
no surface exits to the inner city core from the underground system. Each building 
complex would have to provide large-capacity freight elevators directly to these docks 
and truck turnoffs. Moving stairs, ramps, and unattended passenger and freight ele
vators would service groups of buildings from the parking caverns by vertical elevator 
shafts drilled from below. 

Lighting and Perception 

Lighting intensity in the tunnels could vary gradually from very bright near the 
suburban exits and inlets to rather dim in the middle of the travel areas, letting the 
driver's eyes adjust to the variation and cutting down the lighting bill. Driver-stimu
lating murals might be considered to relieve claustrophobia, loss of perceptual aware
ness and monotony. 

Wind and Weather 

The absence of ice-melting salt sprays will be beneficial to automotive underbodies. 
The ventilation system should be designed to exploit the piston effect of all vehicles 
moving in a single direction in each tube and to save the motorist's fuel with greatly 
reduced windage losses. 

Exhaust-Gas Processing 

It would be technologically desirable to wash the ventilated air by water spray at 
the outlets. thus removing the water-soluble contaminants. Whatever insoluble nol
lutants are' left (e.g., un;ombusted hydrocarbons) could probably be removed quite 
profitably by standard waste product recovery schemes, such as appropriate filters, 
precipitators, and separators. The recovered tonnages of hydrocarbons might be 
startlingly high-enough perhaps for some enterprising private company to undertake 
the purification and recovery process. 

Underground Parking Costs 

Since parking spaces hundreds of feet under the CBD are connected only to the free
way tunnels as shown in Figure 9a, there would be no vehicular exits to the surface. 
Boring of parking spaces-a task as great as tunneling the roadways-should employ 
the same tunneling machines that would be used for the freeway. The schematic dia
gram in Figure 9 indicates that a million cars would require almost 1, 000 mi of tunnel 
for parking, plus maybe another 500 mi of approaches, distribution roads, and inter
changes for a total of about 1, 500 mi. If such tunnels can be bored and finished for 
$ 3 million/mi, providing underground parking would then cost $ 4, 500/ car, requiring 
a daily parking fee of about $1. 50 to $2. 50. 

High-Rise Garage Buildings 

Multistory parking garages cost only $ 3, 000/ space, exclusive of land costs, to 
build, suggesting as a more economic possibility for large-capacity parking in the CBD 
a high-rise parking structure connected directly to the tunnels by being dozens of stor 
ries below as well as above ground. 
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(a) Lobe of parking space 

Top view 

(b) Detail 

Sid• view 

Figure 9. Underground parking space for small and compact cars. 

A FEW EXAMPLES 

Here we shall consider three cities, assuming that most mass transit riders into 
Los Angeles, Chicago, and Manhattan have acquired automobiles by the mid-1970's 
and insist on using them at all costs to commute to work. This is a purely hypothetical 
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example and is the most extreme future concept that could be envisaged in the automo
bile-vs-public transportation debate. It provides an enlightening endpoint in calculat
ing the cost and other aspects of total take-over by automobiles, taxis and trucks of all 
urban travel in the three largest metropolises in the United States. At the present 
time in Los Angeles, 80 percent of the trips to work are made by passenger car and 
the urban complex is closest to the "all out for cars" situation. In Chicago, only half 
of the trips to work are by car, and on Manhattan, only 8 percent of the work trips are 
by car or taxi. Tokyo would have been a fascinating example, since less than 0. 5 per
cent of the million daily trips to the CBD are by auto. 

A more detailed description of topics discussed here has been previously published 
( 1). 

Los Angeles 

The population density patterns of Los Angeles mismatch the geology favorable to 
tunnels, requiring tunneling costs possibly higher than the $1 million/lane-mi assumed 
before. On the other hand, mass transit use in Los Angeles by the mid-1970's is the 
lowest per capita estimated in the three sample cities-at its optimistic best, a million 
riders per day, i.e., 500,000 round trips vs the recently estimated 700,000 riders 
per day. 

A typical urban highway (such as the Congress Expressway in Chicago) can handle 
12, 000 veh/lane-day, averaging 1. 8 passengers per car. With automotive evolution 
and population pressures, these numbers will be, by 1975, probably 14,000 veh/lane
day and 1. 9 passengers per car; i.e., 27,000 persons per lane-day could penetrate 
subterraneously any area provided with sufficient parking space. This estimate agrees 
reasonably well with the projected number of 32, 500 individuals per lane-day using the 
Santa Monica freeway by the mid-1970's. 

Choosing a figure of 30, 000 commuters per lane-day, the Los Angeles requirement 
in a dozen years would be 500, 000/30, 000 or 16. 5 lanes in one direction plus perhaps 
another 7. 5 in the opposite direction (assuming midday lane reversal), for a total of 
24 lanes feeding into the elongated CBD of Wilshire Blvd., downtown, and Hollywood. 
It can be calculated that about 1,000 lane-mi would be required connected to 500,000 
parking spaces under ground at $6,000/stall. The cost in Los Angeles of this addi
tional transportation system would be ($ 106 to $2 x 106/lane-mi) x 1,000 + ($6, 000/ 
car) x 500,000, or $4 billion to $5 billion, with two-thirds of the cost going into the 
parking spaces. 

Chicago 

The central Chicago district is penetrated in the peak morning hour or abandoned 
in the peak afternoon hour by about 200,000 individuals using public transpo,:tation. 
By the middle of the next decade, possibly¼ million commuters may be riding mass 
transit vehicles in the maximum hour. When it comes to utilizing the Congress Ex
pressway, Chicago car drivers seem capable of moving 2,000 veh/lane-hr under the 
besl cu1u.liliuns aud usually average very close to 2 passengers per vehicle. Dy 1975, 
then, accounting for trends in automotive development, some 5, 000 individuals per 
lane-hour would be saturating the freeway's capacity. 

Chicago's geological makeup is almost ideally suited for tunneling; throughout the 
basin, the bedrock is at the most only a few dozen feet underground, and the rock is 
well constituted for machine boring-soft enough to cut readily and strong enough to 
require minimal lining. Thus, we may conceive of the hypothetical transfer of all 
Chicago public transportation to individual automobiles and buses driven and parked 
underground. 

Converging on the CBD might be 250, 000/5, 000 or 50 lanes one way and possibly 
10 lanes the other way with midday lane reversal, for a total of 60 lanes into the center 
of Chicago feeding into ¾ million parking spaces. If this underground network were to 
parallel the present mass transit facilities a rid parking were provided to serve the 
present daytime Jnhabitancy peaks, some 1,300 lane-mi would be required (at a finished 
cost between $10° and $2 x 10°), plus $3 or $4 x 109 for the parking spaces. Again, 
as in Los Angeles and Manhattan, parking room is the major component of the system 



in costs and bored space, amounting to two to three times the freeway tunneling 
costs. 

New York 
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Under most of the New York City area there is competent bedrock, harder to bore 
than Chicago's bedrock but cheaper to line and repair. Many New Yorkers are con
ditioned to high-speed travel in tubes; traffic densities in the Brooklyn-Battery and 
Queens-Midtown tunnels even exceed the local bridge traffic experiences of 5 million 
veh/lane-yr, and occasionally automobiles have achieved the transportation of some 
30,000 persons per lane-day assumed in an earlier example. 

About 1. 5 million people go to work in Manhattan; almost one million do so in the 
peak hour, and only 7 to 9 percent of these people use their automobiles or a taxi. 
Since about one-third of these workers reside in Manhattan proper, it may be assumed 
that only 1 million commuters might want to use theiJ• car to go to work-if given ample 
(but costly) roads and parking fac ilities close to U1eir destinations-and could use some 
½ million automobiles in their com muting trip. P rojections for the next decade do not 
indicate a radical change in these numbers, indicating that the ½ million parking spaces 
that would have to be created would require about 800 mi of three-lane tunnel s , costing 
$2. 5 to $3. 5 x 109-one-tenth of the cost of putting an American on the moon. Some 
500 to 1,000 lane-mi would be required by 30 to 50 lanes and total system costs (parlc
ing and roads) would be between $ 3 x 109 and $ 6 x 109

• This underground automotive 
system could be paid for by taxing each car about $0. 005 per tube-driven mile, plus 
a charge of $2/day for downtown parking. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A conclusion to be drawn from this study is that in the not-too-distant future it may 
be advantageous to place highways and parking hundreds of feet under the city core 
rather than on its surface or above it. Another conclusion is that the costs of providing 
all-automotive urban transportation and access to the central core are very high: 
though the multibillion dollar initial investment cost could be paid off by highway taxa
tion and parking fees, the capital required for even a modest underground system is 
still well beyond the fiscal capability of local and state agencies. One may also con
clude that only a major Federal agency could cope with the numbers, the cost-benefit 
considerations, and preliminary estimates of the economic attractiveness of urban 
land saving and reclamation, reduced construction costs, and increased income from 
renewed lane use, or exercise the engineering imagination and daring needed for test
ing the concept. 

A final conclusion was that for every mile of new road into a densely inhabited 
area, a consistent requirement springs up for two or three times as much more area 
for parking. Since balanced planning would call for two-thirds of the total system cost 
to go to parking facilities, this might require a radical reorientation of the scope of 
highway agencies from primarily public road builders to include the role of public 
parking providers. 

It is recommended that a thorough study be carried out of subsurface highways and 
parking, from the technical, cost-vs-utility, social, aesthetic, and institutional view
points. If such a study is to substantiate the promised efficiencies indicated in this 
analysis, it is also recommended that a design team of civil and mechanical engineers 
be given the task of developing and fabricating a three- or four-lane tunneling machine 
for hard rock. This boring machine should have integral provisions for fast and low
cost muck and broken rock removal to a prepared site, and for an automatic lining in
staller. A roadway installer would also have to be designed and constructed. This 
would keep pace with or be coupled to the tunneler, so that prefabricated half-tunnel
wide slabs could be emplaced at the proper rate. 

On completion of the prototype tunneler, a car-critical urban site should be picked 
for a demonstration experiment. An eight-lane (two tubes) link between the Lincoln 
and Queens tunnels seems a most likely candidate, if a modest (e.g., 100,000 car) 
parking space without surface exits were jointly considered. The experience in boring, 
finishing, and operating this demonstration line might establish whether or not urban 
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traffic of the future should be carried on the surface of our cities (and choke them with 
traffic) or underground and preserve them. 

Our estimates of the price of these recommendations are as follows: 

1. Feasibility study of deep undergrouJ?.d highways and pa1·lting-less than $108
; 

2. Design and fabrication of prototype tunneler-from $10 x 106 to $ 20 x 106
; and 

3. Trans-Manhattan connector and mid-Manhattan 105 -car park-less than $10°. 
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